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Auxiliary power supply specialists Generator Associates Ltd, are to introduce
a new section on their website for used and second hand diesel and petrol generators.
June 2006
Due to increasing customer demand, Generator Associates have announced they will soon launch a new section on their
easy to use website (www.generatorassociates.com), specifically focused on used and second hand diesel and petrol
generators.
Generator Associates specialise in the supply of new and used generators, but will soon be able to communicate
availability of used generators to their clients at the touch of a button, by detailing various generators and UPS online at
www.generatorassociates.com.
They will have a range of high quality generators and UPS available online at outstanding prices. Not to mention details
of the new generators and UPS ranges they advise on, supply, finance, install and maintain from world leading
generator manufacturers SDMO and Pramac.
Generator Associates are the power supply specialists the professionals call when they need independent and expert
advice on how to solve their power supply needs.

They help a range of industrial and commercial organisations

including providing generators for data centers, telecommunication centers, banks, production facilities, retail outlets
and hotels. The industrial and commercial generators they provide are helping keep British and International
organisations running when they suffer from mains power failures. They can also provide generators when your mains
power supplier cannot provide sufficient power.
Whether it is a new or used generator you require, www.generatorassociates.com will provide some excellent
solutions to your generator needs. For those who cannot wait for the upcoming used and second hand generator section
on the website, call Generator Associates today to solve your power supply needs.
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Notes to Editors
Generator Associates Ltd are the fastest growing auxiliary power generation company in the UK, with over 20 years experience in all
aspects of backup power generation and finance. They supply a range of generators from 1kw to 3000kva, and offer leasing packages
to take the sting out of the tail of Capital Expenditure, spreading the financial outlay over an extended period, to generate a low fixed
monthly rental. To ensure clients requirements are fully met, they advise, supply, finance, and maintain a wide range of generators
and UPS from the worlds leading manufacturers including SDMO and Pramac.

